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Neurology Kudos!

Renee Hansen says: “Kudos to Rafal for driving to a restaurant to recover the ID of a patient who was too sick to tell us who he was and for whom we could not find any relatives!”

From Nursing Manager Michelle: I wanted to give a Shout-Out to Dr. George Culler! During my rounds this morning, one of our EMU patients, Kathryn Jackson, expressed extreme gratitude & praise for Dr. Culler. She mentioned that when she was in clinic, she was very upset about her condition. George closed the door, pulled up a chair, and sat with her for over an hour about her experience and emotions. He was so kind and empathetic and was genuinely concerned about her emotional well-being. She said that he positively changed her life because of his kind words and attention.

From Jakita Baldwin: I wanted to send kudos to RN Jackie on 10W who when she heard about a patient transferring to stroke who also had concern for seizures had already paged the EEG techs and the machine was waiting in the room for us when we brought him down. It was really proactive, helpful, and just awesome.

Neurology Residents say kudos to Jordan for cooking a delicious Easter Brunch and then going on to do an awesome job at work as he was starting nights that very evening!

Neurology Residents say kudos and thank you to Dr. Bega, Dr. Bevan and Kristin for the April Wellness Event! Kudos to Shallee Shah for the food suggestion (Jeni’s ice cream and the most delicious pizza from Pizzeria Bebu). We highly recommend the brussel sprout salad!

Dr. Bega says: I also want to give a kudos to I also want to give a kudos to Rafal. On consult service Rafal saw a patient who had a head CT read by radiology as normal. Rafal looked at the CT carefully himself and saw a hypodensity that was missed and turned out to be a new stroke. He informed radiology and they changed their read.

Good catch, Rafal!!

While on call, Rafal realized something important that really helped the patient.

He was awarded with the Patient Safety Program’s “Good Catch” award.
The Month of Scott Adney!

A baby! A Virginia win! A trip to California!!

Congratulations to Scott and Cristina on their beautiful baby boy Ian (I.M. Adney)!!

Congratulations to Scott and Nick for a Virginia win!!

Scott also met up with Neil Nadkarni and had a lot of fun hiking while on the LA R25 meeting.
Baby Soren is getting so big!

Learning how to VNS from Mary Margaret!

Dr. Kessler demonstrating how to do a brainstem exam on Ornella

Good job Josh! We loved hearing you play on stage with your band.

Neurons supporting Josh!
Thanks for a great month everyone!!

For kudos/congratulations please email margaret.yu@northwestern.edu

Congratulations Shailee Shah on your new kitten!!!
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